
Regions & Class Registrations 
Aug 19, 2021 

Classes Online & In-person: Magical Structures will be an in-person class, when allowed by 
local laws. Core Veil & Awakening to Being Awareness will also be in-person, when allowed. 
Once every year, Ric plans on having a long Divinity-level class in Virginia Beach and one 
Earthshift in person. There are also classes that can only be given in-person, such as Kundalini, 
TimeLines and the Earthworks classes, among others. The rest of the classes will be online, 
although a teacher may offer any of those classes in person if the situation seems right.  
     Because of ongoing Covid issues, Magical Structures will still be online in 2021 & 2022. 
     Ric still plans for the Wakefield Core Veil class, and the 2022 Awakening from Freedom
class, to be in person.  

Registration Rules: 
Anyone can take any Deepening with Merlin class with any teacher. 
Anyone can repeat a Sensing I class with any teacher. 
Any Jewel level student can repeat any class with any teacher, but….  
Repeaters of Foundational classes, including Jewel student repeaters, need to check with  

the teacher of that class before registering. Often, we only want a very limited  
number of repeaters in the Foundational class.  

When Magical Structures is given in person, it will be an un-restricted class, open to  
anyone from any region. But if a student flies in from another region, their follow- 
on classes will still be region-restricted to their home region. 

Classes that are translated will be restricted to the regions for that language. 
Classes given by only one teacher will continue to be open to everyone. 
Everything else is region-restricted, and the regions will be labeled on the VH Schedule  

page, and are given below. 
* Of Note: the earlier rule that you could take a class with a teacher if you took the  

prerequisite with them, even if they are in a different region, no longer applies.  
But if you have already signed up for a class that is not in your region, you will be 
considered ‘grandfathered in’.  

Regions & Teachers: 

Region 1: E. Coast US (from ME thru FL), Eastern Canada, these Southern US states: GE, 
AL, MS, LA, AR, TN, KY, WV; these N. Central US states: NE, MN, WI, IA, ND, SD; 
and PA. (Lorraine) 

Region 2: Central Canada & these US states: OH, MI, MO, KS, IL, IN. (Terrie) 
Region 3: Northwest & West Coast of US (including CA, OR, WA, WY, MT, UT, ID,  

NV), SW US states (including AZ, NM & TX), Western Canada, and these US states: 
OK, AK, HI, CO. (Gailynn) 

Region 4: Western Europe except Finland, Eastern Europe, the UK & Israel (Anthony) 
Region 5: Finland [translated in Finnish] (Terrie) 
Region 6: S. America [translated in Spanish] (Terrie) 
Region 7: UAE/Dubai [in English; no translation] (Terrie) 
Region 8: Australia, New Zealand & SE Asia (Daniel) 
Region 9: Jamaica & Caribbean Islands (Terrie)
Region X: Everywhere else, and can take classes with any teacher. 


